Abslracl-We present a Multi Fieid Distributed In-network Task Allocation (DINTA-MF) algorithm for online mdti-robt task allocation (OMRTA) where tasks are a b a t e d eXPliCitlY to robots by a pk-deployed, static sensor network. The idea of^ DINTA-MF is lo compute several fields in. the SenSOr ;. network and then distributively assign fields to dilTerent robots.
. task locations to accomplish task completion. The problem ~. is to assign tasks to robots optimally in an online fashion.
Pkvious MRTA approaches in the robotics community have -focused on performing the task allocation-computation on the. robots or at some centralized location. external to the-robots. . . . All the.sensing associated with tasks and robot localization is ~. In recent work [2], we have proposed an alternative strategy ~. ~~ . I based on the'interaction betwemasensor network and mobile . . robots. Tasks, .upon arrival, are allocated implicitly to-robots --by a pre-deployed, static,sensor network. In prior work [31, [4] we have developed an algorithm for the deployment, and maintenance of such a static network by robots, We have also to allow the process of task allocation to occur in the static network through distributed computation~'?nd implicit assignment of robots to ;asks. We termed the approach described ' .. typic ally^ performed on the robots. ;
..
_ .
-: . . which tasks need to be assigned to robots in real time and the distribution of tasks' arrival is not known a priori.
Our work is broadly situated at the intersection of mobile robots and sensor networks. The underlying principle in interaction between the network and robots is: the network serves as the communication, sensing and computation medium for the robots, whereas the robots provide actuation (mobility), which is used, among other things, for network deployment, repair, and other tasks.
. We study a particular experimental scenario, emergency handling, as an experimental substrate. In prior work [51. we have used a similar scenario to study the~role of opportunism TS. .commitment in ~T A . In OUT experimental scenaiio, events in the environment trigger alarms. An alarm is spatially focused, but has temporal extent (i.e. it remains on until it is turned off by a-iobqt). Alarms are detected by sensor nodes.
The task of the team of robots is to turn off the alarms by notionally responding to the emergency signaled by each alarm. This is done by a robot navigating to the location of the alarm, which causes the alarm to shut off. The goal isto minimize the cumulative alarm On Time across all alarms, over the duration of the entire experiment. Each alarm's.On Time is computed as the difference between thetime the alinn was turned off by a robot and the time the alarm was detected by one of the nodes of the network.
_. . 2) The environment is not required to be static.
--
3) The robots do not perform localization or mapping. Our key result is that the multi-field approach (DINTA-MF') statistically outperforms our earlier implementation (DINTA [Z]). Further, DINTA-MF arguably provides an optimal solution to an online assignment problem in terms of time and assigned resources.
There are many applications of MRTA including security, monitoring, and urban search and rescue (USAR) in the aftermath of a natural or man-made disaster (e.g. building rubble due to an earthquake or other causes). Further, the ability of a sensor network to assign tasks to different robots, thus serving as a multi-purpose infrastructure, enables solutions to problems requiring heterogeneous groups of robots. Imagine a scenario on a construction site which requires cooperation of two distinct groups of robots -transporters and builders.
Transporters concentrate on delivering the materials to several piles while builders choose the type of material they need from a corresponding pile and continue construction. Thus, transporter robots would be guided (tasked) along a shortest path towards the material storage area or towards the pile that requires certain materials the most. While the builder robots would be directed towards a pile with required materials or towards another builder needing assistance. In other words, the network can be used as a distributed multi-functional manager.
Note also that even though we study task assignment problem in the context of mobile robot task allocation, the proposed system can be applied for the general online task assignment problem where the resources are different from robots (e.g. people trying to get outside of the building would be guided (tasked) to the closest exits, etc. [9] consider a special case of the marker deployment approaches -when the distance between the two consecutive markers is small. Therefore a trail is formed that the robots can follow and cover the environment andlor navigate. In these cases, no inter-marker communication is necessary, indeed the markers are passive 'read-only' devices.
In [7], (81 the problem of graph coverage using a few markers is considered. In both cases the authors study the problem of dynamic single robot coverage of an environment consisting of nodes and edges (a graph). The key result was that the ability to tag a limited number of nodes (in some cases only one node) with unique markers dramatically improved the cover time.
The problem of multi-robot task allocation (MRTA) has received considerable attention. For an overview and comparison of the key MRTA architectures see [I] , which subdivides MRTA architectures into behavior-based and auction-based. For example, ALLIANCE [ 121 is a behavior-based architecture that considers all tasks for (re)assignment at every iteration based on robots' utility. Utility is computed by measures of acquiescence and impatience. Broadcast of Local Eligibility [ 131 is also a behavior-based approach, with fixed-priority tasks. For every task there exists a behavior capable of executing the task and estimating the utility of robot executing the task. Auction-based approaches include the M+ system [I41 and Murdoch [15]. Both systems rely on the Contract Net Protocol (CNP) that makes tasks available for auction, and candidate robots make 'bids' that are their task-specific utility estimates. The highest bidder (i.e., the best-fit robot) wins a contract for the task and proceeds to execute it. DINTA-MF (and DINTA), differs from the above MRTA approaches in the following ways: I ) DINTA-MF relies on a static network, and communication, sensing and computation are distributed.
2) The utilities of task assignments are propagated and computed by the network based on purely local communication between the network nodes. 3) The system does not require mobile robots to be within communication range of each other. The network is used for propagating messages between the robots. 4) The system does not place a limitation on the number of robots. There is no computation or communication overhead associated with increasing the number of robots.
)
The system does not require one robot to recognize another robot.
TASK ALLOCATION: O F n l K E VS. ONLINE
The Task Allocation (TA) problem has two major subdivisions: Offline and Online. Offline TA is the problem of assigning resources (robots) to different tasks (alarms) if the tasks' information such as arrival time distribution, tasks' weight or priority, etc. is known a priori. The assignment process is thus offline. An offline TA problem, in its most .We focus on the other version of the problem -Online Task Allocation. In online TA, the information about the tasks becomes available only upon arrival and hence has to be computed in real time. Therefore, the task assignment occurs in decision epochs. A decision epoch is a period of time during which only the.alarms which have arrived are considered for assignment. It is shown in literature 1171 that theoptimal solution to online TA assigns the tasks in a greedy fashion. Also [I71 show that the greedy online TA solution is within a bounded limit of 9 optimal solution obtained by offline TA. In general, increasing the decision epoch to infinity turns the online TA into oftline TA problem. We note that several real-life applications involving mobile robots in dynamic environments are naturally online problems.
IV. THE BASIC APPROACH: DINTA The basic idea of D N A (see [2]
for details) is that given a set of alarm-weight pairs (ai,wi) detected by the sensor network, every node k in the network computes a suggested direction that a robot should take if in the vicinity of k. This computation results in a direction which maximizes. the net utility of the robots. The weight w, is 3n abstraction, which is a scalar representation for. seyeral parameters like priority, magnitude, time^ (older alarms should be served first), etc. f i e ' -ensemblc of suggested directions computed over all nodes is called a Navigation Field. An adaptive distributed value iteration algorith'm is used to compute the navigation field. An example of a navigation field for one and three alarms is shown in Figure I . . mode. In this mode, the navigation field computed by the network, causes the robots to patrol the environment. If, on the other hand, an alarm is detected, the system switches to the Alarm Response mode where the navigation field computed by the network guides the robots to turn off alarms, thereby implicitly solving the MRTA problem. The CuvemgdExploration mode is the same in DINTA and DINTA-ME Figure 2 shows the data flow on a network node. Alarm Response mode proceeds as follows. If a node receives an ALARM message with identification a of the node that detected the alarm, weight w (estimation of the alarm's importance) and hop counf h (estimation of how far away node a is), the alarm is placed on the list L of currently active alarms according to its utility V ( u t i l i t y Update block). We define the utility as the ratio V =E. Note that DINTA maintains only one navigation field . Thus the utility is used by each node to determine which alarm it should compute a direction for. Low hop counts equate to high utility so all things being equal, a node will maintain a direction command for a nearer alarm compared to one further away.
Every no& maintains a current alarm variable, which is the element of L with largest utility. If the current alarm changes, the Task A l l o c a t i o n block computes a new task assignment for a robot (discussed next) and reroutes the alarm message with incremented hop count to neighboring nodes. In the global perspective, prioritizing between the tasks according to their utility value results in creation of multiple superimposed navigation fields (for example three alarms case of Figure I) It is important to note that DINTA does not make explicit assignments of tasks to robot or specific robot subgroups, which may result in suboptimal behavior both in terms of time and wasted resources (several robots might pursue the same task). Consider the case when the robots are cluttered in one region (one subfield) and therefore, can all be attracted towards the same alarm or simply ignore other alarms, depending on the implementation.
V. THE MULTI-FIELD APPROACH: DINTA-MF
DINTA-MF is based on maintaining multiple navigational fields, one for every alarm at the same time and assigning those fields to different robots using a greedy policy. In other words, every node in the environment computes the 'optimal' direction that the robot should follow (when in the vicinity of that node) for every alarm in the environment. Figure 3 shows the data flow on a network node.
A . Philosophy
DINTA-MF uses a static network and mobile robots cooperatively. The network provides a 'sensor' that is 'stretched' over the environment and thus widens the range of applications for groups of robots that do not cover the whole environment -'can't be everywhere at the same time'. Thus, an alarm can be detected even though no robot is within sensor range. In addition, mobile robots can communicate through the static network even if they are not within communication range of each other. The other benefit of using the network is distributed computation. First, there is no redundant computation (on each separate robot). Second, since every node of the network updates its state based only on the state of its neighbors and robots in the vicinity, the system is scalable. Third, utilities are computed in the network distributively and propagated from the alarm (the goal node). Another benefit is that the robots used can be very simple since they do not need to localize and map the environment -they navigate by listening to the suggestions from the sensor network.
The DINTA-MF approach, like DINTA, has two subsystems -Covemge/Exploraiion and Alarm Response. If no alarms are detected, the system operates in Covemge/Explomiion mode.
In this mode, the navigation field computed by the network, causes the robots to patrol the environment. For details on how that is enabled see [3], [4] . If, on the other hand, an alarm is detected, the system switches to the Alarm Response mode where navigation fields are computed by the network, which guide the robots to turn off alarms, thereby implicitly solving the MRTA problem.
B. Alarm Response
The following describes behavior of a node in the sensor network. If a node receives an ALARM message with identification a of the node that detected the alarm, the system time t when the alarm was detected by node a and hop count h from this node to the node detected the alarm (node a), the alarm is placed on the list L L .~ of currently active unassigned alarms according to its time t.
This portion of the system executes in decision epochs. As described above, a decision epoch is a period of time during which only recently arrived alarms are considered for assignment. For purpose of clarity and ease of explanation we consider a decision epoch to be equal to one alarm, hut easily can be generalized to n alarms or time units. Hence, in the experiments described here, we assign one alarm at a time. For a given decision epoch, if the list LUA is not empty (i.e. it contains active unassigned alarms) and there are unassigned robots in the vicinity, the D i r e c t i o n C o m p u t a t i o n block starts to compute the assignment direction for an alarm of smallest time t in the list. List LCO contains direction assignments computed for alarms of list L U A .
A node decides which robot should be assigned to a particular alarm based on where robots are relative to the alarms. In a given decision epoch every node that has robot in its vicinity sends out a ROBOT-SYNCH-MESSAGE that contains robot's id, alarm id, and the hop count to the alarm. A node processes such responses in Robot S y n c h r o n i z a t i o n and passes this information to the T a s k A s s i g n m e n t block. Given shared information about the alarms and robots relative positions to these alarms the T a s k A s s i g n m e n t block of every node assigns the robot with shortest distance. Ties are broken in favor of robots with smaller IDS. Note also that in order to guarantee that the system is in the same decision epoch (i.e. computes assignments for the same tasks) a time-synchronization mechanism is needed. The G e n e r a l T a s k block implements the coveragelexploration algorithm described in [3], [4] in case L~A is empty.
The task allocation problem for emergency handling can be formulated as guiding robots towards a specific goal node An example of a discrete probability distribution of node k'for (closest to alarm). Hence, the problem can be considered as the problem of navigation. A node computes the direction .assignments in the Direction. Computation block as follows. We assume that the network-is deployed and every node has a discrete probability distribution of the transitional probability P(s'lsc,a) (probability of arriving at node s'
given that the robot started at node sc and commanded an action a). The reader is referred to [3] for detailed discussion on how such distributions can be obtained. Figure 4 shows a typical discrete probability distribution for a node per action (motion direction). Note that in practice the probability mass is distributed around neighboring nodes and zero otherwise. Note that the node the robot transitions to depends only on the node closest to the robot and the action the robot takes. Thus the navigation problem is modeled as a Markov Decision Process [IS]. To compute the best action at a given node, value iteration [I91 is used on the set of nodes S -sg, where sg is the goal node. The general idea behind value iteration is to compute the values (or utilities) for every node and then pick the actions that yield a path towards the goal with maximum expected value. The value is incrementally computed: ~. where C(s; a ) is the cost associated with moving~to the next node. Usually [he cost is chosen to be a negative number which , where k is the number of is smaller than -(minimalrewardl nodes. The rationale is that the robot should 'pay' for taking an action (otherwise any path that the robot might take would have the same value), however, the cost should not be COO big (otherwise the robot might prefer to stay at the same node). Initially the value of being at the goal node is set to a large number and of the other nodes to 0. Given the values; an action policy is computed for every node s as follows: k The standard value iteration algorithm assumes central computation. However its not difficult to implement a distributed version. The idea is that every node in the network updates its value and computes the optimal task assignment (navigation action) for a robot in its vicinity on its own. Once the current alarm has been changed, every node starts the computation of the optimal task assignment by updating values according to Equation 1. Note that the values of neighboring nodes are needed as well, hence, the node queries its neighbors for corresponding values. Note that value iteration can be considered as a form of Dynamic Programming. [20] showed how to compute general Dynamic Programming problem distributively.
After the values are computed, every node computes an optimal policy for itself according to Equation 2. Neighboring nodes are queried once again for the final value. The computed optimal action is stored at each marker and is sent as a SUGGESTION message, to any robots in the vicinity.
The action policy computation is done only once per alarm, and does not need to be recomputed. The value update equations have to be executed until the desired accuracy is achieved. For practical reasons the accuracy in our algorithm is set to which requires a reasonable number of executions of the value update equation per state (approx. 20) and thus, the list of values that every node needs to store is small (20). Since the computation and memory requirements are small it is possible to implement this approach on the real nodes that we plan to use (the Mote [21]).
Note that if neighbors of all nodes are known exactly (per every direction node has at most one neighbor), then P(s'ls,a) = 1. Hence, equations 1 and 2 reduce to maximization of utilities of neighboring nodes only. In this case the system would converge after a single iteration.
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments we used the PlayerNage The implementation of the proposed approach in simulation proceeds as follows. If there are no alarms detected in the environment, then the robots execute exploration algorithm of [3], [4] . If an alarm is detected, the network computes task assignments (navigation fields in our case). Once the tasks are computed at every node, the robots change from EXPLORATION to ALARM mode, and traverse the directions suggested by the network. When a robot reaches an alarm node, the robot injects an ALARM-OFF message into the network. Note that if there are multiple alarms active at the same time, several navigation fields will be produced. Figure 5 shows the On Time comparison for DINTA and DINTA-MF. In order to test the similarity between the pairs of datasets for DINTA and D N A -M F , we ran the T-Test. The T-Test produced the following p values for correxponding data points: 0.9139 for the first pair of points which means that they are similar, 0.0081,0.0897,0.091 for the last three pairs of points, which means that they are different. Note that with one robot the performance of both algorithms is about the same, which is due to the fact that both approaches reduce to the same solution. Although, despite the fact that environment becomes saturated with robots, the proposed approach outperforms its predecessor as the number of robots in the team increases. The reason behind this is that every node in the network computes alarm assignment for every alarm and hence all unassigned robots are assigned an alarm, which is not necessarily the case with one assignment field. Note also that DINTA-MF does not waste resources (robots), whereas in DINTA, several robots can pursue the same alarm.
Note that space and time requirements for DINTA-MF are linear in the number of alarms, which makes it realistic for implementation on our target node platform (the mote). In addition we plan to extend the proposed approach to allow online grouping of robots for more complex tasks.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE W O R K
In this paper we introduced D N A -M F Multi Field Distributed In-Network Task Allocation for solving the Online MKTA (Multi Robot Task Allocation) problem. DINTA-MF allows us to combine the benefits of a sensor network with mobility and functionality of robots. The system computes task assignments distributively in-network while, at the same time, providing a virtual sensor and communication device that 'extends' throughout the whole environment and has obvious There are several advantages in using DINTA-MF as opposed to other MRTA approaches. The sensor network allows robot lo detect a goal (alarm) even though the alarm is not in robot's sensor range. In addition, mobile robots can use sensor network to relay messages if they are not in the communication range of each other. One of the other benefits of using DINTA-MF is distributed in-network computation, which I . avoids redundant computation by updating the state of a node based only on the state of its neighbors and robots in the vicinity (scalability), 2. computes utilities in the network distributively and propagates from the goal state (alarm). Another benefit is the ease of determining relative distance to the goal (for determining utilities) by considering hop counts from the goal node. Note also that robots implementing DINTA-MF can be quite simple -they do not need to localize and map the environment -they can navigate by listening to the suggestions from the sensor network.
In future work we plan to extend the current implementation of DINTA-MF to allow assignment of tasks requiring groups of, potentially heterogeneous, robots, which would allow more complex task assignments as well as group formations. We also plan to conduct further experiments both in simulation and hardware in varying environments, with tasks of varying complexity, requiring different numbers of robots. The system would have to assign not only a task, hut also combine robots in a group if a task requires participation of several robots. We have completed a set of initial real hardware experiments. Figure 6 shows Pioneer 2DX mobile kbot and a mica 2 mote during one of the experimental trials. In our experiments a sensor network of mica 2 motes was deployed in a cubicle-like environment. The goal was io compute a navigation field and navigate the robot towards the node that detected the alarm. We conducted 50 experimental trials for 5 different goal nodes. Each trial was successful. Currently we are working on further hardware experiments with multiple goal nodes and distributed task assignment algorithm (DINTA-MF). Our preliminary results show that the system is compact enough to fit in~our target sensor'network node platform (the Mica2 mote). Further experiments are conducted to check the reliability of the system and possible implementation for realworld applications.
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